
5. Translator  
 
Objective: 
By the end of this lesson students should have an app that            
functions much in the same way as Google Translate does. The           
app user will type in an English phrase that they would like to have              
translated and, by using Translate component in conjunction with         
the Text to Speech component their device will actually speak the           
translation to them. 
 
Design Concepts: 
Relative Sizing [docs] 
Until now we have been using absolute sizing, where we specified           
the number of pixels high or wide that a component should be. This             
would be ok if all pixels were created equally but unfortunately this            
is not the case. By using relative sizing we know that a component             
will always take up a specific percentage of the screen, regardless           
of how many pixels there are from edge to edge. 
 
Translator [docs] 
The translator in Thunkable is powered by Yandex, which is a search engine just like Google or                 
Bing. Since every Thunkable user in the world has access to this component, if you want to                 
publish an app with the translator we’d recommend that you sign up for your own API key with                  
Yandex. 
 
Blocks: 
Status 
Many procedures will contain a status or an error parameter. If you wish, you can use these                 
blocks to introduce some rudimentary error handling. Once we get to example 8 this will               
become de rigueur anyway, so you can leave it for now if you wish. 
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https://docs.thunkable.com/thunkable-cross-platform/create/intro-to-sizing#use-relative-size-for-almost-everything
https://docs.thunkable.com/thunkable-cross-platform/create/components/voice/translator


Instructions: 
1. Drag and drop a Button component into the phone. 
2. Drag and drop a TextInput component into the phone. 
3. To make the TextInput component larger, go to the properties section. Set the height to               

"Relative Size" and write in 20% in the box below. Also, set the width to "Relative Size" and                  
write in 80% in the box below. 

4. In the Voice section, drag and drop a Text-to-Speech component into the phone. 
5. In the Voice section, drag and drop a Translator component into the phone. 
6. Go to the properties section for the Translator component. This section will allow you to               

select languages. The source language will be what your user will type in. The target               
language will be the language that you want to translate to. For this tutorial, let's keep the                 
source language as English, and change the target language to be Spanish. 

7. Click the Blocks tab and open Button1's drawer. Drag and drop the "when Button1 Click"               
block into the blocks editor. 

8. In the drawer for Translator1, drag and drop the "in Translator1 call Translate" block into the                
"when Button1 Click" block. 

9. In TextInput1's drawer, drag and drop a "from TextInput1 get Text" block into the opening               
where it says "text to translate. 

10. In the Text_to_Speech1 drawer, select the "in Text-to-Speech1 call Speak" block and drop it              
into the opening of the Translator1 block. 

11. Drag and drop a result block from the "in Translator1 call Translate" block into the opening of                 
the Text-to-Speech block. 

12. Congratulations! You just built a Translator app. Open the Thunkable Live app on your              
phone and select "Live Test" on your computer. Hooray! 
 

 
Incredibly, these are all the blocks you need to create a fully functioning translation app: 
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Sample App: 
 
Babel Fish http://bit.ly/thunk105 
 
 
Progression: 

● Have someone talk to the phone and the phone repeats what they said in a different                
language. These components and blocks may be useful. 

● Create a "Google Translate" app that can translate back and forth between two languages.              
These components and blocks may be useful.  
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http://bit.ly/thunk105

